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Making Evaluations Useful: 
Lessons of Experience

Forum 2009 
Environmental Evaluators Network

Elizabeth J. McAllister

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for inviting me to the ENN. I have great respect for those involved in trying to protect  our environment. Having supported several large environmental initiatives through CIDA in Indonesia and China I know that is a popular yet difficult topic which poses huge challenges to the evaluator because of the complexity of environmental systems and the political economy of the vast changes needed.In putting together a PowerPoint on what is useful, I had to dig back into 11 years of managing the CIDA Performance Review Branch and the World Bank Operations Evaluation Dept which provides independent advice to the World Bank’s  Board of Executive Directors.  I have also managed several  large scale evaluations including leading the Independent l Panel for the Review of the CGIAR System in 2007-08.In 1997, I joined OED as Director of the OED which included leading a two year intensive renewal exercise to align our strategy and organizational capacity with a new Bank mission and strategy. Staff and managers and other stakeholders were intensively involved in this exercise. The goal was essentially to increase the use of the products and build capacity for evaluation in other institutions. It is this experience and the CGIAR System review that I will draw most heavily on today.I hope reflections will be  of use to you
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“If you cannot identify and 
articulate the primary intended 
users and the uses of the 
evaluation, you should not conduct 
the evaluation. Unused evaluation is 
a waste of precious resources 
human and financial resources.”

Weiss (2004)
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Lessons of Experience

1. Build a credible evaluation team
2. Interact with management real time
3. Engage stakeholders
4. Extend the boundaries
5. Create safe space to learn

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  �Five lessons to shareUseful evaluation require a staff that is capable and wants to be useful to all stakeholders. Building such a staff is not always easy because of how evaluation used to find fault and to control more than to improve  performance. It is hard to attract subject experts to evaluation units.   It is difficult to find staff that walk line between respecting the work that others do and helping them to learn from their own experience and having the courage and independence to speak truth to power when needed.Being relevant to management is key to having managers use evaluation findings. Balancing independence and utility  is tricky but manageable especially if the independence of the evaluation is protected.  We all agree on the importance of stakeholder involvement. Engaging them throughout the cycle means balancing time, funding and quality. It also has political implications which are not always easy to manage,Outcomes are achieved at the level of partnerhips. \Including those partners is joint evaluations is key to inproving the effectiveness and fairness of the findings Modern understanding of how individuals and groups learn as important to successful evaluations as is understanding how to select data collection instruments. Focusing in outcomes is important but holding manager accountable at the final outcome level can have unexpected consequences.
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1. First things first: Build the Team

 Mission, strategic objectives, values
 Criteria for excellence in evaluation
 Accountability statements/matrices
 Annual staff development plans
 Annual work program and budget
 Results report to the Board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The use of evaluations depends on the credibility of the evaluation department and staff.In OED we found that “continuous renewal of intellectual capacity and creativity required a shift from short-term people management to long-term investment in the skill-sets needed to link multiple evaluation products together into macro evaluations at the country, sector and global level. They also needed to understand output and outcome relationships across sectors, government departments and others donors. This required a shift from managing individual performance to the building strategic knowledge and teams” I have noted six  central products of the renewal exercise which was meant to accomplish the objective of being more strategic and less of a history dept; …Strategic Objectives set by the Director GeneralMission, values : led by staffCriteria for excellence in evaluation: led by the  managers, Our products were evaluated every two years by an external evaluator against these criteria.Accountability statements and matrices: each class of staff developed with their new accountabilities under a leader.Annual staff development and training: developed to help reach strategic objective. Annual Work program and budget: developed by Director after broad consultation. Annual Reports on the results achieved by our evaluations were sent the Board, a formal record of the implementation of recommendations is reviewed by the Board once a year, 
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OED Mission
Enhancing development effectiveness through excellence and 
independence in evaluation.

Strategic Objectives
 Move to a higher plane
 Shorten the feedback 

loop
 Build evaluation 

capacity
 Invest in knowledge 

and partnership
 Manage for Results

World Bank Operations Evaluation Department  : 
Handbook 2000 

Values
 Integrity
 Excellence
 Teamwork
 Innovation/risk-taking
 Transparency
 Balanced work 

environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategic Objectives: The use of evaluation depends on the evaluations functions alignment with corporate strategy. Move to a higher plane: The Banks understanding of development has evolved toward a more comprehensive agenda, increasingly addressing country policy reform, capacity building, and global concerns, Therefore OED had to expand the scope of evaluation to a more global and strategic perspective byReorienting the focus of evaluation from the project level to the country/thematic and global level.Seeking replicability at a higher level and applicability at the system level.New products and new method developed. Reported in the use (results) of the evaluation products by Bank staff each year.  Country Assistance Evaluation: developed the model. {CGIAR focussed on the full system not just the Centers and their science. Too many evaluations are done at the project level and are not measured for their contributions to overall strategy.}Shorten the feedback loop takes us to the next slide.
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2. Use Real Time Evaluation

 Indentify priorities early
 Connect evaluation with key institutional 

processes –link to policy cycle
 Deliver fast responses with intellectual rigour
 Build learning opportunities into evaluations

Maximizes Relevance and Impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify priorities early-  allows interconnected product development. Get in on first steps of next cycle planningLink to policy cycle: CIDA 6 priorities led to 6 year plan. 			   WB: AID coordination - Experience on Rwanda, Sector Wide Approach programs saw  increase in number of donors and NGOs threatening aid effectiveness. Proved it and supported a new development consensus.  Coordinated with the UNDP, Together we made a strong impact on the donors and governments. Delivered together to  the DAC at the time of political  opening for change,		Most importantly we aligned our work program with the Board schedule for approval of Country Assistance Strategies and Sector Policy. A major review of Bank and borrower performance was delivered in three months minimum of new strategy going to the Board. We saw our client as the Board and the geographical and sector management and staff.Deliver fast responses – The connected workplan created strong incentives for time management, made evaluation useful when needed)				CGIAR (define) evaluation….sub products delivered to CST and change management working groups. Leverage our relevance by assisting teams with evidence.		Communications at the end Package findings in 2 page executive bulletins: Fast TrackLearning opportunities: helped CGIAR working groups learn from each other and form outside expertise with real time studies. Leveraged their effectiveness and helped us get early acceptance of our recommendations. Aid coordination: gave voice and learning opportunities to senior aid coordination officials who have little voice in international arenas.
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3. Engage Stakeholders

 Consult on evaluation work plan
 Consider small advisory boards from 

multiple constituencies
 Survey stakeholders early ＊
 Identify key questions in entry workshops
 Use Multi stakeholder exit workshops as a 

reality check
 Build communications plan into budget 

and work plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Consult on evaluation work plan but maintain independence on choice of products. Example: VPs at the World Bank2. Bring together SMALL advisory boards from multiple constituencies. Useful in cross education among the different constituencies e.g.  Global Forestry Evaluation. They are also useful in . Establish rules on the role of advisors. They spread the use of the evaluation, create credibility, and provide political leverage.3. Use stakeholder survey at the beginning of individual evaluations  to identify issues that will have the most traction among stakeholders and to reveal the undiscussable and legitimate its coverage in your further research. )SEE NEXT Slides on CG)4. Entry workshops to identify key questions for individual evaluations:Provides a broader perspective:         inviting internal and external stakeholders together- Indonesia example: VP was very open about his concerns; outside Experts on Indonesia from other organizations and the Government of Indonesia gave the evaluation team an early sense of the issues.Creates a “buzz:” on the evaluation5. Multi- stakeholder exit workshops (final draft)Creates a sense of transparency and openness. Can require political managementOpportunities to leverage findings among multiple stakeholders besides the clientCan improve final report.6. |Joint evaluations with other agencies
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*Survey Stakeholders Early On
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Importance of Reform Efforts
2002-2007?

Figure Q- 21 A -  All Respondents
Assessment of importance of reforms (2002-07)

to relevance & effectiveness of the CGIAR
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CGIAR effectiveness in implementing 
change?
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What is most needed?

Figure Q- 21 C All Respondents
What should be done to improve CGIAR's capacity to implement reforms & 

overcome impediments to change
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4. Extend the Boundaries

 Of the evaluation product  - Joint 
Evaluations
 Sharpen evaluation skills through interaction 

with other evaluators
 Improve knowledge base by bringing in other 

viewpoints and experience
 Reduce evaluation overload for 

agencies/developing countries  (Misplaced 
accountability)

 Increase opportunities for dissemination of 
lessons learned

 Of the evaluation subject - outcomes 
based evaluations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use modern technology (video conferencing)Connect to evaluation research outside your own organizationWork with partners to harmonize evaluation methods and work programs to reduce transactions cost for program and project delivery agents  (Aid Coordination Study found that the Government of Tanzania had to fill out 2000 quarterly reports each year)Support professional knowledge
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.

Outcomes based evaluations need to get 
accountability right to ensure use. 

 Accountability is the obligation to demonstrate to 
performance against agreed expectations. 

 Accountability covers the zone of control (outputs)

 Accountability assumes responsibility to test 
assumptions in the zone influence (to outcomes) but 
does not hold staff personally accountable for 
outcomes.

5. Create Safe Space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accountability is the obligation to demonstrate to performance.Accountability covers the zone of controlResponsibility with authority to test that the assumptions underlying output influence in the “zone of influence” is as expected and to adapt outputs with evidence to achieve desired outcomes.



Accountability

Managing 
Improvement

15
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Monitoring impact with
clients 

Monitoring influence of  
outputs on clients

Monitoring resource 
use

Responsible:

(Zone of Influence)

Managing towards 
outcomes,
monitoring 
effectiveness of 
outputs, 
learning,taking 
corrective action.

Accountable:
(Zone of Control)

Producing or co-
producing outputs 
promised within 
agreed allocation.

Final Outcomes

Intermediate Outcomes 

Outputs 

Goals/Impact

Accountability: “obligation to demonstrate & take 
responsibility for performance in light of agreed 
expectations.”
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Thank you for your attention.

Are there any questions?
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 Background Slides For Reference 
Only
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Results-based Logic Model, Zone of Influence / Zone of Control 
and Evaluation Criteria

RESPONSIBILITY

Zone of Influence

(IPG Complementary 
component)

ACCOUNTABILITY

Zone of Control

(IPG Core 
component)

Inputs / 
Activities

Outputs

Intermediate 
outcomes

Final 
outcomes

Goals

Objectives

Goals / 
Impacts

Mission

Efficiency

Relevance & Clarity

Effectiveness

(Evaluation: 
Episodic Review)

Results 
Management: 
Regular use 
of metrics for 
decision 
making
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Shared Accountability For Final 
Results

Outputs and 
Intermediate 

outcomes become 
inputs for 

partners, users, 
customers

Inputs / 
Activities

Outputs

Intermediate 
outcomes

Final outcomes

Goals

Objectives

Goals / Impacts

Mission

CGIAR 
Centers

Partners 
Users 

Clients
Inputs / 

Activities

Outputs

Intermediate 
outcomes

Final outcomes

Goals

Objectives

Goals / Impacts

Mission

Needs and demands of partners inform 
CGIAR mission, goals and objectives
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Public Sector Management

Mission:
Public Interest

Capability: 
Organizational Capacity

Support:
Authorizing Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As evaluators we need to understand what it is to manage in the public sector and to support the public interest
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Vaccination rates 
among farm 
families 
increased.

Farm families 
have sufficient 
access to health 
care.

Sufficient farm to 
market 
infrastructure 
created.

Farm inputs 
accessible by 
farmers.

Farm inputs 
available.

Animal  production 
increased.

Small farmer incomes 
increased.

Agricultural production 
increased.

Point of View Partner Identification 
Increased quality of 
life for small farm 
families.

Improved health of 
farm families.

Extension 
services 
available.

Veterinary 
services 
accessible.

Reduced cynicism 
among farmers 
with ministry.

Sufficient supply 
of vaccinations 
available.

Sufficient number 
of rural health 
posts created.

Sufficient nurses 
available to 
administer 
vaccines.

MOA programs 
well designed 
and managed.

Distribution 
systems providing 
sufficient services.

Adequate training 
programs for 
extension staff 
implemented.

Seed 
multiplication unit 
managed 
adequately.

Farm input system 
well managed.
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